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DMP for the Index of Economic Freedom

I. A) Copyright and intellectual property

All data collected are under Public Domain authorization.

The data are going to be collected to be analysed by anyone interested on the subject. Thus, there will be no restrictions.

The data collected are not sensitive at all, and they are a compilation of already public information, interpreted and compared.

II.A) Creating new digital content

The files are mostly numeric, organized in Excel. There will be also some news about particular events that explain the data obtained.

Personal Computers, telephones.

XML and TXT.

II.B) Digital Workflow and Asset Maintenance/Preservation

Only official organizations' data are going to be considered and stored. The data are going to be checked monthly.

All data are going to be stored on the online cloud for documents from Google Drive.

II.C) Metadata

All data will contain notes referring to their author, geographical and temporal origin.

The tool used to manage the metadata will be the Encoded Archival Description.

All data will be available for analysis.
II.D) Access and Use

The data will be available on the website.

Question not answered.